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Abstract. The paper is a theoretical and empirical study addressing the issues of ex post regulation as a method of public policy to control selected sectors of the economy where market failures exist. The aim of the article is to explain the essence of ex post regulation, its types, advantages and disadvantages. This article will focus on the critical analysis of professional literature and the case study of the experiences of states that have applied this type of policy to the infrastructure sectors. Theoretical and empirical analysis indicates that it is not everywhere possible to apply this kind of state intervention. Such public policy requires the creation of some boundary conditions, such as restructuring or liberalization processes to ensure that competition mechanisms are so deeply rooted that its application will be effective and companies will not abuse their market position in relation to the consumer.
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Introduction

State intervention in the economy can take many forms. Sometimes this interventionism is stronger and sometimes weaker. Besides it can take place on sectoral, regional and national levels or be combination of them (Schroder and Voelzkow, 2016). It all depends on which areas of the economy are affected by interventionism. In general, there is no sector where the state does not exert its influence. Even in sectors that are completely deregulated and liberalized, public policy is still being pursued. It is done indirectly through the instruments of macroeconomic policy that is directed to the entire economy, that is taxes, subsidies or, more broadly fiscal policy, exchange rate, monetary and budgetary policies. However, within the framework of economic policy, structural policy is also pursued, the task of which is to shape the structure of the economy or it may be addressed to individual divisions and sectors of the economy. The latter case is a sectoral policy. Since 80s under this policy, a specific type of public policy has been required for sectors, where, due to strategic importance to the state or market failure, market mechanisms are not fully functional. It is referred to regulatory policy, or to sectoral regulation, which is governed not by government but by specialized regulatory bodies. However, its goal can be varied. In the United States it was a way to control and provide governance in the monopolized or very concentrated sectors, and the legal legitimacy of monopolies, while in the European Union the regulation served to create market mechanisms in such sectors (Nagaj, 2016, p. 9).

Regulation can take different forms and ranges. It may have the character of administrative regulation like concessions, and social or pure economic regulation (Boyer, Saillard 2002). Professional literature refers to regulation in various ways (Szkudlarek, 2013, pp. 269-270). Representatives of the public interest theory indicated that regulation in some sectors was necessary and desirable. They referred here to the precursor of the welfare theory of A. Pigou (2013) who believed that the market sometimes did not work properly and was ineffective. Theories of public interest indicates that the regulation is supplied in response to market failures and to protect society. There can be many reasons for state regulation (Ogus, 2004, chapter 3). The most important include: monopoly practices, price fluctuations, external effects, excessive market concentration, public goods, unequal distribution of income, imperfect information. Regulation is required to benefit society as a whole and it is assumed that the regulatory body will represent the interest of the whole society but not private interest of some interest groups or regulators.

On the other hand, there are also many opponents of state interventionism through economic or social regulation. Public choice theory indicates that collective choices made by regulators are often ineffective because they are undertaken by individuals who by their nature are prone to be guided by private interest. In addition, the decisions taken by regulators are the result of interaction with the political system, for which social welfare does not need to be the most important goal. There can be many reasons for introducing economic regulation (Nagaj, 2012; Gunning,
2003). It may be the desire to win the election (Downs, 1997), the benefits to the bureaucracy (Niskanen, 1994), political rent seeking (Tollison, 2012). The representatives of economic theory of regulation (Peltzman, 1976; Posner, 1974; Stigler, 1971) point out, however, that regulation most often serves the interests of certain interest groups, most often the industry or interest group that is best organized and able to exert the greatest pressure on the government. As a consequence, regulation often attempts to create competition and prevent abuse of the market position by enterprises in order to gradually eliminate market failures. This is done through ex ante regulation, which by its nature allows to initiate certain behavior of entities in the sector. The end result of such actions will be the lack of supervision by the regulatory authority. However, to fully surrender the market to competition law is not always possible. Hence, such a proposal of public policy, the merger of state interventionism with the decision-making power of market participants, is an ex post regulation. This is an alternative proposition to a classic public policy in which sectors affected by direct interventionism are supervised by ex ante regulation.

The aim of the article is to explain the essence of ex post regulation, its types, advantages and disadvantages. The paper will be a theoretical and empirical study addressing the issues of ex post regulation as method of public policy to control regulated sectors, ie. those parts of the economy where some market failures exist. To achieve this goal the article will focus on the critical analysis of professional literature and the case study of the experiences of states that have applied ex post regulation to the infrastructure sectors.

The essence of the ex post regulation

Regulation in economic theory is understood in different ways. G. Stigler defined it quite narrowly and limited only to industry. He thought that “regulation may be actively sought by an industry, or it may be thrust upon it. (…) Regulation is acquired by the industry and is designed and operated primarily for its benefit” (Stigler, 1971, p. 3). Kahn also limited the scope of definition of regulation to manufacturers, according to who they are all actions of regulator with the public utilities, “direct governmental prescription of major aspects of their structure and economic performance” (Kahn, 1998, p. 3). Meanwhile, R. Boyer and Y. Saillard (2002, p. 38) pointed out that regulation theory involves three levels: modes of production and their connections, the social and economic patterns that enable accumulation to occur in the long term between two structural crisis and the specific configurations of social relations for any given area or geographical location. Very broadly it is understood by W. Shepherd and C. Wilcox (1979, p. 267). That according to them „regulation is what regulators do”. Widely and precisely definition was presented by R. Baldwin, L. Scott and C. Hood (1998, pp. 3-4) who indicated that regulation is being used in three senses:

- as a specific set of commands applied by a regulatory body devoted to this purpose,
– as all state actions that are designed to influence business or social behaviour,
– as all forms of social or economic influence affecting behaviour, whether
these be state-based or from other sources (e.g. markets) and are deemed
regulatory.

Regulation can therefore have many faces and cover many areas of economic
and social activity. As pointed out by Kahn (1998, p. 20) „the essence of regula-

tion is the explicit replacement of competition with governmental orders as the
principal institutional device for assuring good performance“. Meanwhile, in the
European Union in relation to a number of regulated sectors it is a currently ac-
cepted assumption that the goal of the regulation is to create competition in sectors
where previously it was difficult to say that market mechanisms exist. Hence,
regulation is considered as a substitute for competition or as the ultimate goal of
regulation is free competition. This means that you can talk about the different
nature of regulation and the relationship between it and the competition. Literature
identifies five types of such relations (Jordana and Levi-Faur, 2004, p. 6): de-
regulation, re-regulation, regulation-of-competition, regulation-for-competition,
meta-regulation. Table 1 shows the nature of the existing relationships between
competition and regulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of relation</th>
<th>Types of competition</th>
<th>Types of regulation</th>
<th>Regulatory authority</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deregulation</td>
<td>Deregulated</td>
<td>Self-regulating markets</td>
<td>No regulation (retreat of the state)</td>
<td>Moving from concession, certification to liability laws in order to protect consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-regulation</td>
<td>Deregulated / regulated</td>
<td>Self-regulating markets</td>
<td>National competition authorities / sector-specific authorities</td>
<td>Regulatory reforms and liberalization resulting in new settings of regulation or deregulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation-of-competition</td>
<td>Regulated</td>
<td>Regulation-of-competition</td>
<td>National competition authorities</td>
<td>Prevention of concentration through the regulation of mergers, cross-ownership, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation-for-competition</td>
<td>Regulated</td>
<td>Regulation-for-competition</td>
<td>Sector-specific authorities and national competition authorities</td>
<td>Interconnection regimes in telecommunications, unbundling the network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Deregulated market means a sector of the economy where the state has withdrawn from interfering into the economic and social lives of businesses and consumers and does not shape the behavior of economic operators. State can only use the anti-trust authorities to take action by monitoring, when a notification is reported that market mechanisms are not functioning properly. There are no special regulations, and the sector operates on the basis of a general competition law. Re-regulation means that there are regulatory reforms or liberalization, whose purpose is either to introduce new settings of regulation rather or deregulation. This is most often the transitional stage whose final goal is to start a permanent regulation in the sector where market mechanisms have been distributed for some reason or consumer rights are not respected. The third type is regulation-of-competition, which often equates to ex post regulation. The characteristic is the supervision by the national competition authority, which has only general regulatory tools but not sector-specific. The sector is regulated, meaning that there is ongoing monitoring and market participants have discretion within the existing regulations in the sector. Monitoring usually refers to such activities as prevention of concentration through the regulation of mergers or cross-ownership. The fourth and fifth type of relationship between competition and regulation are identified with ex ante regulation. In both cases the sector is supervised by sector-specific authorities and national competition authorities. The regulator’s actions are designed to shape the behavior of economic operators in such a way that does not occur any distortion of competition or abuse of market power. The difference between them lies in the fact regulation-for-competition is intended to create competition and impose certain behaviors of enterprises through appropriate instruments relating only to this sector. In meta-regulation “in addition to the direct regulation of the actions of individuals and corporations, the process of regulation itself becomes regulated” (Jordana and Levi-Faur, 2004, p. 6). The government is very often involved in regulatory processes. It is either the body approving the regulator’s decision, or it directly makes administrative decisions by the minister.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of relation</th>
<th>Types of competition</th>
<th>Types of regulation</th>
<th>Regulatory authority</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meta-regulation</td>
<td>Meta-regulated</td>
<td>Enforced self-regulation of competition rules</td>
<td>Sector-specific authorities and national competition authorities</td>
<td>Institutionalization of internal mechanisms of self-regulation that correspond with the legal requirements of competition law in general and the regulatory regime in particular.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As mentioned, regulation-of-competition equals to ex post regulation. The other types of regulation or regulated competition, where the state has a stronger influence on the behavior of economic operators, are identified with ex ante regulation. Ex post regulation means “the control of entities and their market behaviour during the regulatory period and intervening in situations when regulated entities abuse the market position or rules that have been imposed in a regulated market” (Nagaj, 2016, p. 96). The nature of regulatory authorities’ activities is similar to what is observed in the deregulated market. In addition, entities are not subject to constant supervision, but are only incidentally controlled. When there are no breaches of competition or consumer interests, there is no regulatory intervention on the regulated market. There is also no regulation of the whole regulatory system, ie. it refers only to selected elements of the regulatory system. It should be noted, however, that market surveillance is not carried out by the antitrust office, as is the case in the deregulated market, but by sector-specific authority. “The regulator uses a structural approach, does not shape the behaviour of enterprises, but protects the competitive structure of the market” (Nagaj, 2016, pp. 96-97). Therefore, there is always the risk that the regulatory oversight of the market may be often conducted and, in situations of frequent infringement of competition mechanisms by companies, regulatory supervision may be permanent. The main advantage of this type of regulation is that the regulator does not impose on businesses to take certain business behaviors, but businesses have the discretion to go independent. Possible business decision corrections are made when the regulator, as a result of a regulatory review, finds that the market mechanisms have been violated or regulatory rules or consumer interests.

Ex post regulation most often refers to two elements: pricing and planned capital expenditures. In the first case, there is either a total lack of price control or there is ex post price control, ie. when prices are already set and implemented by the company. In the second case, the regulator during the regulatory review decides whether the level of investment is justified or not. This is important because the investment is one of the most important cost items which affect the level of prices and fees paid by consumers. So both elements of the regulatory process, prices and investments are related to the process of setting tariffs. If there is a total lack of price regulation, then the intervention will be undertaken only when companies use tariffs that distort competition. Then the court decision is a decision to discontinue this practice and adjust tariffs. However, if the ex post regulatory review is conducted, then the regulator determines pricing rules and the principle of including “reasonable” costs, including investment expenditure. And the regulator reviews ex post and often selectively whether the tariffs are consistent with the regulatory regime. However, the rate of price increase is not controlled, but it only controls whether the tariffs have not violated competition rules or regulatory rules.

Literature indicates three basic disadvantages of ex post regulation at the pricing process. There are: financing by businesses for their business using over-inflated tariffs, lack of stabilization of prices and charges, shifting regulatory risk to
consumers. In the first case, the company has the opportunity to apply pessimistic forecasts and introduce excessively high prices that will be lowered during the regulatory process or as a result of consumer complaints. This occurs, however, already with a time delay, without compensating for consumer losses. It also means price instability and frequent changes. The ability to quickly react to market situations and to take it into account in pricing can be both an advantage and a disadvantage of ex post regulation. On the one hand, it does not expose the company to additional market risk and, on the other hand, can cause tariffs to change frequently and a lack of price stability. As regards the third disadvantage of ex post regulation at the price process, i.e. flipping regulatory risk for consumers, businesses having the ability to overstate tariffs and to correct them after a court decision discards regulatory risk, and consumers are forced to monitor tariffs. When there is ex post regulation, the obligation to respond and make a complaint to the court is transferred to consumers. It is therefore recommended that “ex post regulation should be applied when the goods on regulated market are characterized by high price elasticity of demand or when the market is competitive” (Nagaj, 2016, p. 100).

Literature identifies five types of ex post regulation. These are (Black, Harman, and Moselle, 2009, p. 20):

- ex post price review with ex ante costing approach specification,
- threshold regulation,
- obligation to negotiate,
- information disclosure,
- competition policy.

Ex post price review with ex ante costing approach specification was used by electricity network companies in Scandinavian countries. It is the less liberated type of ex post regulation. Regulator sets here regulatory regime and companies can determine prices or investment spending alone. Companies must, however, set prices according to the regime set out by the regulator, because at the end of the regulatory period the regulator can decide to control the level of prices. However, it must be borne in mind that the regulator determines only the rules on which costs can be included in price, while the scale of price increase and its differentiation is completely shaped by the companies. In this case, the regulator may decide to include companies under regulatory review either at the regulator’s own initiative or as a complaint from a market participant. If the regulator finds an infringement of the rules, then the regulator orders the company to adjust the tariffs. However, the regulatory rigor most often applied only to the costs and prices, and freedom is given to the level of investment plans. The regulator only determines in general that the quality of service should not deteriorate.

A similar scope of business freedom is left at „threshold regulation”. This type of regulation was applied to energy distribution companies in New Zealand. Threshold is a set of rules imposed by the regulator. It says that enterprises cannot set prices above it or quality standards under the threshold. Companies have full
discretion, regulators do not make regular regulatory reviews, but there is a risk that the regulator at any time may undertake regulatory controls. In addition, there is a risk that if the companies do not comply with the threshold, the regulator can at any time restore ex ante regulation. Threshold is updated every few years and this type of regulation leads to avoid the cost of maintaining permanent supervision. It is assumed here that companies will be afraid to apply for higher prices or low quality standards. The threat of introducing ex ante regulation discourages businesses and provides some protection for consumers.

A much larger range of deregulation is at “obligation to negotiate” or as ‘ex post regulation with information disclosure”. In both cases, companies are free to decide and are not bound by sector regulator. Only the Antitrust Office monitors the market. However, the companies have an obligation to undertake negotiations with consumer organizations each time before taking decisions affecting consumers, or deliver to consumers full information about decision making principles. Companies operate on the basis of competition law, but the antitrust regulator regularly monitors the market and reviews the competition rules. The obligation to negotiate or provide information disclosure ensures more attention is given to the collective interests of consumers. Companies operate as a competitive market, and all market participants have access to complete information about pricing process, investment plans, costs involved in tariffs.

There is also possible ex post regulation, when there is only competition policy, there are no economic regulation or regular regulatory reviews or any information obligation. Then companies are subject only to routine inspections by the antitrust authority and the control of enterprises is during the licensing process. In this case there is the fifth type of ex post regulation, when there is the highest business freedom. But it should be said that with regulated sectors it is very seldom met. The example is telecommunications fibre access network in USA.

**Ex post regulation in the regulated sectors – the case studies**

Ex post regulation was seldom used in practice. It was usually used ex ante regulation or competition policy. Other types of regulation was used in Finland and Sweden in the electricity sector, where was a ex post price review with ex ante costing approach specification, in New Zealand there was threshold regulation and in Germany an obligation to negotiate. The research method used in the article will be case study all that markets to see advantages and disadvantages of ex post regulation. Most studied markets was usually liberalized in 90s. But research period in the article is 2000-2016, because in that period ex post regulation was applied.

The longest practice with ex post regulation have Finland and Sweden, which applied combination of ex post and ex ante regulation to electricity network companies, that is ex post regulation with ex ante approach to pricing process. A more regulated model was used in Sweden, where ex post regulation lasted until 2011. Firstly, in the
1990s, electricity trading was liberalized and sales prices were released from regulator control, and then with the network charges there were imposed a rigorous combination of ex post regulation and ex ante regulation. This ex post regulation was based on the fact that the regulator determined the ex ante pricing methodology, based on which the company determined alone the tariff for end-users. Ex post regulator made annual regulatory reviews of tariffs. Regulatory reviews could be conducted either at the initiative of the regulator or at the request of consumers, who appealed pricing or investment decisions. In situations where companies disagreed with the regulator’s decision, they complained about the administrative decisions of the regulator to the court. The reviews were aimed to check whether the ex ante pricing methodology was not followed. The practice of using ex post regulation indicated that in 2003-2007 there were in approximately 50-75 cases, when regulatory administrative decisions were complained to the court (Black, Harman, and Moselle, 2009, p. 35). It is worth underlining, that in each case the electricity companies were ordered to refund substantial amounts to consumers. Later companies created tariffs higher compared to the methodology. That is why since 2012 regulator decided to replace ex post regulation by ex ante regulation to price controls and investment plans. Since 2012 in Sweden there was observed a decline in electricity prices for end-users (Graph 1).

![Graph 1. Electricity prices (without taxes and levies) for end-users in Finland and Sweden in 2000-2016](image)

*Source: own elaboration based on Eurostat data.*

Similar type of regulation was used in Finland, where the subject of regulation was only network activity and sales activity was not regulated. Besides network companies until 2004 was deprived of supervision by the regulator. The regulator’s role was limited to obliging companies to refund the price when final customers appealed the charges and won a court case. Because of the EU electricity directives in 2005 distribution and transmission companies was covered by ex post regulation with ex ante approach specification to costs and pricing. The same occurred in Sweden where the sectoral regulator (Finnish Energy Market Authority - EMA)
determined the ex ante methodology for setting tariffs and companies made decisions about tariffs alone. EMA did not approve tariffs. When regulator suspected tariffs were not applied by companies with the proposed methodology then the regulator made annual ex post regulatory review. Regulatory reviews, not like in Sweden, were only taken on the consumer’s complaint. Then the regulator controlled whether there is disturbance of competition or suspicion of too higher rate of return on tariffs applied by the companies. When the controller stated inconsistency, he issued an administrative decision to change the tariffs. The decisions could be appealed by the companies to the court, but they remained in force until they were changed by the court (EMA, 2003, p. 32). The functioning of this type of regulation in practice showed that the price expectations of electricity companies have increased and the regulator had to dampen enterprises’ price expectations. Besides many regulatory decisions were appealed to the court. During the first regulatory period (2005-2008) 76 distribution system operators (DSOs) appealed the regulator’s decision after review, the court majority of the decisions upheld and the rate of return increased only by 0.4-0.8 percentage points (EMA, 2007, p. 25). During second regulatory period (2008-2011) all appeals of DSOs were dismissed by the court.

Comparison of price developments in Finland and Sweden in 2012-2016 (Graph 1), i.e. the period when the former country was under ex post regulation and the second country was under ex ante regulation, indicated that ex ante regulation exerts more pressure on lower prices. In 2016 detail electricity prices (excluding taxes and levies) in Finland were lower for households by 7.9% and for industry by 8.2% compared to 2011. Meanwhile in this period in Sweden end-user process respectively fell by 4.4% and 20.9%. However in long term (2000-2016) electricity prices in Finland were more stable than in Sweden and increased less (in Finland 57.9% for households and 63.4% for industry; in Sweden 105.3% for households and 84.9% for industry). This means that in the long run, the lower range of regulation has benefited positively on pricing (prices were lower).

Threshold ex post regulation was used in New Zealand in period 2001-2008 for electricity distribution activity. Prior to 2001, companies were operating under the competition law. The same like in Scandinavian countries, in 90’s retail prices was released from control (were not regulated), distribution and transmission activities were unbundled (ownership separation) from other electricity activities and it was adopted competition law in generation and in sales. Under such a base, the government adopted threshold-based regulation for network companies. Thresholds were forced on prices and quality of services. Companies were able to breach the restrictions, but then they exposed themselves to regulatory control and the restoration of ex ante control of prices and quality of service. Threshold for prices were set as the weighted average of all companies tariffs assuming that the general volumes are fixed year-on-year and following the common CPI-X formula. Threshold for quality of electricity services was a constant indicator value over the last five years and assumed that quality should not fall below that level. What is important is that thresholds were
set for five years, so companies had a larger freedom to determine business policy. The analysis of the functioning of threshold-based regulation indicated that threshold real prices decreased and companies complied with regulatory rigor. Only three of 29 existing businesses held prices above the threshold set up by the regulator and met the administrative decision of the regulator. However, the practice showed that there was no improvement in the quality of services (companies did not undertake long-term investment decisions). This resulted in that although the prices were stable, they did not match the quality of service and thus were above the costs of business. The analysis also indicated a second flaw. Due to the fact that companies could breach thresholds when they argued why they did it, resulted in them doing exactly that. Fighting against such business proceedings required a lengthy procedure by the regulator. In 2007 were 127 threshold breaches, but only 25 had been resolved and 102 had been left unsettled because of the long processing time. In 2008 because of these shortcomings, it was decided to implement ex ante control regime for prices and quality of electricity supply (Black, Harman, and Moselle, 2009, p. 52). In 2009 some of the distribution system operators have been put under the ownership of consumers. Companies, who met the ‘consumer-owned’ criteria forced by the regulator and the law were exempt from regulation for prices and electricity supply quality, and the rest companies was subjected to ex ante regulation. Analysis of the functioning of this model in 2009-2011 indicated that “exempt line companies did not charge higher prices than non-exempt line companies, and that they experienced a larger decline in their variable costs compared to non-exempt line companies, following the exemption” (Celim Ozbugday and Nillesen, 2013, p. 361). This only confirmed that the regulation and the threat of regulation has no positive effect on the prevention of price increases, and the effective method to achieve that goal is to increase the level of regulatory freedom.

Example of ex post regulation with obligation to negotiate is energy sector in Germany and airports in Australia, where is information disclosure. In Germany and in Australia the main problem with ex post regulation concerned the level of concentration and the market power of enterprises. In Germany the electricity sector was liberalized and based on competition law. It applied to all electricity activities. The only one restriction on companies was obligation to undertake the negotiations with consumer associations during important market decisions, ie. investment plans, pricing process. There was no problem with the level of prices or fluctuations of them. Although since 2002 prices started to rise but it was caused by taxes and environmental levies imposed by the State. However the negative consequence of liberalization was the consolidation processes in the sector which caused that four vertically integrated entities started to dominate in the market. Besides it caused that final consumers, especially households, didn’t change a supplier under Third Party Access (TPA) rule. When in 2005, as a result of pressure the European Commission, the regulation over the sector was imposed, it was made unbundling of network activities from trading. Thanks to it also the number of final consumers who switched suppliers has increased from 0.80 million in 2006 to 3.51 million in 2012 and only around
2.1 percent of the industrial and business customers are supplied under standard terms (Bundesnetzagentur and Bundeskartellamt, 2014, p. 123, 126).

Airports in Australia were subject to general competition too, but companies had an obligation to give a full information about costs, pricing processes, investments to other entities, mainly consumers. It was implemented in 2002. The main results of ex post regulation was still over the costs (so it is difficult to say prices were too high, because it should be compared with the same market under ex ante regulation) and rather stable. It was easy to invest for companies, productivity was high. However it is difficult to compare with ex ante regulation. But when in relation to the airports a strong thread of regulation appeared to be effective in restraining prices, although some level of excess return occurred (Black, Harman, and Moselle, 2009, p. 64). The problem, however, was the legally granted monopoly for infrastructure users, which limited competition. The practice has shown that the introduction of competition law in Australia’s airport market and the obligation of transparency of information has reduced social anxiety, enabled price monitoring and effectively exerted pressure on businesses to not overstate prices.

Conclusions

1. Ex post regulation is an effective method of controlling those parts of the economy where liberalization processes are highly advanced, but for historical reasons or the threat of market failures, state supervision of the market is required.

2. Strong regulation (state control over the market) does not necessarily affect efficiency, and moreover, state regulation does not have to protect consumers from excessive price increases and can bring other benefits to regulated markets. The regulation usually exists to protect the sunk investments made by consumers of the regulated company (Biggar, 2009, p. 129). Market concentration does not need to be the basis for regulation because “the network industry under unregulated monopoly would yield more social welfare than in the case of several producers in the industry” (Spiegel et al., 2008, p. 323).

3. It should be not implemented where there is high market concentration or consumers have little influence on the market. In sectors where consumer information was widely available there was no pressure to overstate prices. An example being in that Australian airports, showed that „competition, or the credible threat of competition, is the best constraint on the market power of infrastructure owners. (…) Without competition, simply monitoring prices will not provide any discipline on pricing” (Sims, 2016, p. 1).

4. It is also a wrong idea to set thresholds because companies often keep prices close to that threshold level and have no incentive to improve cost efficiency. Ex post regulation, especially with ex ante specification to
costs of strong thread of regulation badly affects the level of investment, especially in relation to quality of service. A much more positive impact is observed on service quality when either ex ante regulation or ex post regulation without any restrictions on investment (when markets works under competition law) is applied.

5. Undoubtedly, in the short term ex post regulation influences frequent price fluctuations and has a larger impact on market condition changes, but it allows companies to react quickly and make good business decisions in a changing market environment.

6. When the sector is subject to ex post regulation it is advisable to speed up the processing of complaints and it is necessary to shift regulatory risk to businesses rather than to consumers. The example of Finland or Sweden showed that only ex post punishment does not put effective pressure on the company. It must be agreed with Jacob Nussim and Avraham Tabbach (2008, p. 45) that “ex post punishment of avoidance may induce more avoidance and more crime”.

7. Undoubtedly, deeper, further studies on markets where ex post regulation is applied are needed to determine the long-term effects. This is the preferred type of public policy in regulated sectors where market mechanisms work well, but the disadvantages of this regulatory method indicated in this article should be taken into account when the state would like to apply ex post regulation in the economy.
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Anotacija
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